The Travel Kozy™ was designed specifically for today's traveler, given smaller seats with limited creature comfort. The Kozy offers neck, back and lumbar support while seated and turns your ordinary cabin seats into a first class experience and a total travel comfort, whether by air, land or sea. It provides this comfort by applying constant upper body support in precise areas where needed for stress and tension relief.

A self inflatable device that provides neck, back and lumbar support, the Travel Kozy® is easy to operate, comes with its convenient travel bag that easily straps to the top of your carry-on. The principal object of the Kozy is to provide a comfortable means of upper body (torso) and neck support while eliminating the need of those uncomfortable neck pillows. This is achieved by sculpting the sections supporting the neck, back and lumbar areas of the body. An open cell foam construction allows for self inflation of the Travel Kozy™ through permanently attached air valves. The open cell foam and valve system allows for a quick inflate/deflate of the Travel Kozy™.

The Travel Kozy™ is offered in two versions; one a single piece with contoured neck and raised lumbar support sections with two self inflated valves; one in the neck support area and one in the lumbar and back support areas. The contour in the neck cradles the neck and supports the head, while the raised lumbar conforms to the human back and spine, thus offering that relaxed feeling while seated. Version 2 consists of a three piece version with similar contours in the neck area and lumbar areas as in the one piece. The 3 piece is made up of 3 parts; the neck, back and lumbar sections and held together by Velcro fasteners. Each Kozy comes with a travel bag for quick rolling and stowage of the device.

The Kozy comes in a moisture proof polyester fabric; easily cleaned with a damp cloth. When inflated, the Travel Kozy™ provides the perfect neck, back and lumbar support. The valves allows the user to adjust the pressure to suit their individual comfort by adjusting the pressure as needed.

With the Kozy, there is constant body contact and support in all the right areas of the body at all times. Important to note: The Travel Kozy™ has a small profile and does not encroach on your seating area; instead the area of the base is minimized through contouring with emphasis on the areas of the body that needs the support for your comfortable travel experience.